We have developed an automated system for the design of laboratory experiments in molecular biology. The system uses a planning method known as skeletal plan refinement that attempts to emulate the human cognitive task of experiment design. This paper describes the theory, history, and implementation of the design system and illustrates its function in the domain of DNA cloning experiments.
INTRODUCTION
The MOLGEN project is an eight-year collaborative effort among computer scientists and molecular biologists at Stanford University to explore computational problem-solving methods within the domain of molecular biology. A fundamental theme of the research has been the application of artificial intelligence methodologies to the problem of experiment design.
Experiment design is the process by which a scientist produces a detailed plan for conducting a laboratory experiment. For an analysis experiment, the plan consists of a series of actions that will elucidate some structural or functional feature of interest. For a synthesis experiment, the plan consists of a list of steps to construct a new structure.
Automating the process of experiment design is of interest and value for the two fields of computer science and molecular biology. For computer science, the process of experiment design is a difficult cognitive task that involves fundamental issues of knowledge acquisition, knowledge representation, problem-solving inference methods, and interaction with human experts. For molecular biologists the potential benefit comes from propagating experiment design expertise to those less expert, from combining the expertise of several individuaLs for the design of an experiment that spans several specialties, and from providing a level of thoroughness and unbiased technique selection that is very difficult for humans to achieve.
The precise domain of molecular biology under current study is the design of cloning experiments.
This area was chosen because it is large enough to provide a reasonable expectation that a working system could be generalizable to other problems in molecular biology (and other disciplines), small enough to provide the bounding on the problem that makes construction of a knowledge base practical in a relatively short period of time, and interesting enough to current laboratory researchers to attract the molecular biology expertise needed to make the system successful on real problems.
The remainder of this paper will discuss the evolution of a problem-solving system for the task of experiment design. It will first describe one theory of how human scientists plan experiments and explain how a method embodying that theory was implemented within an automated system.
(Readers interested in complete details should refer to [1] and [2] .) Then the knowledge base that is central to the system will be detailed, followed by an example of the system solving a problem in the cloning domain. Finally, the current status of the system will be given along with a discussion of future work needed to complete a system that will be of practical utility.
THE SKELETAL PLAN DESIGN THEORY
An early lesson of research in artificial intelligence was that studying how human experts perform 13 a good initial step in the construction of an automated system to emulate that performance.
Therefore, the research in automated experiment design began by carrying out extensive interviews over a one-year period with several expert molecular biologists in various departments at Stanford. In addition, the experts supplied dozens of literature references to other experiments that were thought of as "well-designed." The result of this informal study in human problem-solving behavior was a theory called Skeletal Plan Refinement. ' The theory can be concisely stated as "Scientists rarely design things from scratch." They seem to first search for a strategy, an abstracted laboratory experiment we term a skeletal plan, that was useful for some related experimental goal. Then, they convert the skeletal plan into an actual experiment design by refining each step of the skeletal plan with an appropriate laboratory method for the specific goal and molecular and chemical environment of the experiment The skeletal plan may be highly specific if the goal is very close to one for which a good experiment has already been designed. At times, it may be extremely general, a skeletal plan like "label the structural feature you are looking for and then look for the label" might lead to an experiment design if nothing more specific can be found.
An example from the cloning domain may help clarify the experiment design process. The list of abstract steps, shown below, forms the skeletal plan for an enormous variety of different cloning expenments.
1. Isolate the DNA to be cloned 2. Select a vector 3. Join the DNA and the vector 4. Select a host 5. Insert the recombinant molecule into the host 6. Select the clones.
The skeletal plan shown for cloning was discovered once and is converted into an actual experiment by choosing the appropriate objects and techniques to refine each step. An example of an actual experiment that results from the skeletal plan »:
1. Make a cDNA fragment using reverse transcriptase and DNA polymerase 2. Choose PBR322 as the cloning vector 3. Use a BAM linker and then T4-DNA ligase to join the fragment to the vector (this inactivates the tetracycline resistance gene while leaving the ampicillin resistance gene intact) 4. Choose E. coli as a host 5. Use cell transformation to insert the recombinant into the host 6. Select, among the cells resistant to ampicillin and sensitive to tetracycline, the clones of interest using RNA hybridization.
It should be noted that the skeleletal plan refinement design method has a general applicability to a variety of fields. For example, all good cooks have a "knowledge base" of recipe outlines which they make more specific to meet a variety of particular situation. The key difference between this method and previous artificial intelligence work in design is the emphasis on the knowledge used to refine individual steps, rather than on devising a complex Inference method to produce the abstract outline of the design in the first place.
Skeletal Plan Selection
The process of finding a skeletal plan or strategy for solving a given problem is common to many disciplines. George Polya, in his book on mathematical problem-solving, How to Solve II [3] , described "devising a plan" as follows:
Have you seen it before? Or, have you seen the same problem in a slightly different form? Do you know a related problem? . . Could you imagine a more accessible related problem? A more general problem? A more special problem?
Skeletal plans exist at many levels of generality At the most general level, there are only a few plans, but these are used as "fall-backs," when easier to refine, more specific plans cannot be found.
The problem is not just one of finding a plan that might provide a satisfactory solution, but finding a plan that will require the least refinement work. The skeletal plan finding process reduces to simple lookup when exactly the same problem has been solved before (even if on a completely different set of laboratory and molecular conditions) but becomes more difficult when only related problems have been solved. Then, the task may be in deciding whether to choose a detailed plan for a related problem, or a more general plan for a dass of problems.
Skeletal Plan Refinement
Refining a skeletal plan means picking an appropriate "ground-level" instantiation for each step in the abstract plan. Scientists use three major criteria in making the refinement choices. In order of priority of application, they are:
1. Will the technique, if successfully applied, carry out the specific goal of the step? For example, will the separatory method chosen specifically separate linear from circular DNA if that was the goal of the step?
2. For all techniques which satisfy the first criteria, which ones can be successfully applied to the given molecule under the given laboratory conditions? In chemical terms, will the step "go?" 3. For all techniques which pass the first two tests, which one is "best?" This choice point, while perhaps the least important (since all techniques which make it to this point will do the required job and will work in the laboratory enviroment of the problem), seems to be the hardest for scientists to adequately define. It involves such metrics as reliability, convenience, accuracy, cost, and time to carry out a given technique. A computational system which models this process must also take into account the personal nature of the this decision and allow for different users to choose different heuristics. The essential point is that the hierarchical nature of the scientist's knowledge of laboratory techniques provides a much more efficient means of storing information (and therefore allows him to retrieve more information about more techniques) than if each technique were considered an independent entity. The heuristics used in problem-solving are designed to allow an easy flow through the hierarchy, with consideration of details left until the end.
INITIAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM
The first implementation of the skeletal plan theory of experiment design was completed by
. The system functioned on a variety of analytical goals (strandedness determination, structural feature location, secondary structure determination, etc.) and was successfully tested on about 40 different experiment designs. The knowledge base, including skeletal plans, laboratory technique selection heuristics, nucleic acid descriptions, and laboratory condition descriptions, was built by expert molecular biologists entirely within the framework of the Unit System
[4], [5] , a general-purpose knowledge acquisition, representation, and manipulation package. The inference mechanism described above, skeletal plan selection followed by plan-step refinement, was embodied in a relatively short Interiisp program (on the order of 30 pages of code, including some facilities for the "genetic English" language for describing biological heuristics [6] . The system ran on the Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-10™ and DecSystem 20™ series of computers.
The system made a basic assumption of plan-step independence, that normally the steps in a skeletal plan could be considered independent entities with unfavorable interactions considered matters of detail to be fixed by creating subgoals (that in turn could be designed as small experiments). The system had some modest capabilities for explanation, in the form of specifying the rules used to make decisions ruling in or out techniques during a refinement step.
The first generation system achieved two purposes: demonstrating the validity of the computer science research that led to the skeletal plan refinement method, and showing the biological potential of an experiment design system. However, it clearly had many flav/s as a practical system. Its knowledge base was limited to a relatively narrow range of analytical molecular biology. Interaction with the system was cumbersome; the user could only describe molecular structures and environmental parameters through the Unit System facilities. While the technique selection rules referred to the molecular structures and laboratory conditions relevant to the experiment, few facilities existed for simulating the actions of biological operators on those structures and conditions in order to accurately model the changing world state during an experiment. Finally, the system allowed only one basic strategy of skeletal plan refinement, that of depth-first technique refinement unless refinement was posponed because of explicit interactions with later, as yet undetermined, refinement choices. In other words, the first step of a skeletal plan was fully refined before work on the second started, and so on.
SECOND GENERATION IMPLEMENTATION--SPEX
An attempt to correct many of the experiment design system flaws discussed above, as well as to take advantage of new software and hardware methods, led to the second generation experiment design system, named the Skeletal Planner of Experiments or SPEX [7] . First of all, SPEX utilizes a problem-solving framework, developed by Mark Stefik, known as meta-planning [8] . Meta-planning is an attempt to separate the types of decisions made during experiment design: strategic decisions on control strategies, domain-independent tactical decisions, such as whether to refine a particular skeletal plan step or postpone refinement while working on another step, and domain-dependent decisions, such as which exonuclease will best serve a given purpose. SPEX allows the user to select from among several control strategies; those currently implemented include depth-first, breadth-first, and heuristic (based upon a perceived importance of the kind of tactical operation chosen).
Experiments are currently underway on a control structure based upon biological importance of the particular plan steps being refined.
Second, SPEX keeps an extensive record of all decisions made dunng the planning process This allows planning to be restarted at any given point after modifying the knowledge base, and also provides the basis for experiment debugging tools that analyze experiment designs that failed during actual laboratory implementation.
Third, SPEX keeps a thorough, ongoing model of the molecular and environmental state of the world during experiment design. The effect of each biological operator is simulated and detailed representations, in the form of units, show the predicted state of the world before and after the application of each operation chosen.
Finally, in an attempt to cope with the interaction and size problems discussed above, SPEX operates on the Xerox 1100 Al workstation. The 1100 has a much larger address space than the DEC 2060 (approximately 4 million vs. 250000 words), allowing the knowledge bases to be much larger. It also has a fully-supported bitmap graphics display with a window and menu package and a "mouse" pointing device. This allows for the display of a much greater variety of information during experiment design; bitmap displays are treated like electronic desks with many overlapping display areas analogous to sheets of paper that can be instantly referenced.
SPEX is essentially domain-independent; a new design area may be studied by "plugging in" a different specific knowledge base. Work is continuing on improving the molecular biology specific portions of the cloning domain knowledge base as described in the next section. As the knowledge base improves, so does system performance and range of applicability.
THE KNOWLEDGE BASE As was described above, large amounts of expert knowledge are essentiaJ to the experiment design process. The skeletal plan refinement method utilizes a relatively simple and straightforward inference method combined with an extensive domain-specific knowledge base. Construction of the knowledge base for the cloning experiment domain has taken by far the majority of research time spent building the entire system.
A molecular biology knowledge base used by SPEX contains the following categories of information:
1 Skeletal Plans-The abstracted plans along with the knowledge needed to determine when a given plan is applicable to a particular experimental goal.
2. Nucleic Acid Structures-The structural and functional information relevant to experiments and the procedural knowledge used to determine if information supplied by a user is both consistent and complete.
3. Laboratory Techniques-Relevant properties of the tools and techniques of molecular biology (enzymes, instrumentation, sequencing methods, etc.).
4. Technique Selection Heunstics-Expert knowledge on how to choose among alternative refinements of a skeletal plan step. A Skeletal Plan
Skeletal plans are described to the system by using an interactive editor that attempts to ensure that the plan is consistent, complete, and capable of being refined in the current knowledge base. It makes sure that the utility of the skeletal plan is understood to the knowledge base and that objects manipulated by the plan are clearly defined. 
SELECT-VECTOR V
The user's roquest to a ~stlect a vector" was translated Into a shortened lorm and the name "V was given lor lurther reference to the chosen vector I.
KOOIFY-EHDS HA MAI The user asked lor end modification on the DNA fragment» necessary
The system called the starling fragment "DNA " and the resultant fragment "DNA1"
J0K-TO-VECT0R DNA1 V VI
The fragment "DNA 1" « joined to the vector "V resulting In the rtcomblnant structure ~V1~.
HOST-INSERTIOM VI CELL "VI " Is now inserted Into a host, named "CELL " by the system.

CLOSE-SELECTKM CELL CLOSE Finally. "CELL" Is searched lor the products ol Interest called "CLONE"
The Nucleic Acid Model Unit One of the major research problems during the course of the MOLGEN project has been how to adequately represent the structural and functional properties of nucleic acids. For the problem of cloning experiment design, a representation is needed both to provide a description of molecular properties that are used to help make skeletal plan step refinement decisions and to store the simulated changes in molecular properties that form the record of what should be happening when the experiment design Is implemented in the laboratory. During a cloning experiment, the molecular model first must describe the target DNA, then both the target and the chosen vector as they are modified, and finally the recombinant molecule that results from inserting the target into the vector.
We have previously described and illustrated our basic mechanism for representing nucleic acid structures [5] . Each structure is represented by a single unit with slots for properties like length (an Integer number of base pairs), nucleotide sequence (the sequence itself or a pointer to one of the sequence databases), restriction map (in a specially engineered map datatype), and so on. In addition, the unit also contains slots of the rules datatype which provide heuristics for filling in information when not all slots are explicitly provided by the user-a simple example would be instructions on how to determine length from nucleotide sequence--and for checking consistency of the information provided-for example, a single stranded structure cannot have nicks. -3  M13BLA8  PLASHIDS  PA03  PBR322  PBR326  PBR327  PBR328  PJJSO00  PJJS100  PJJS200  PJJS300  PJJS360  PJJS600  PJJS860  PJJS600  PJJS700  PJJS800  PTR2B2 The current knowledge base includes examples of plasmids, bacteriophages, and plasmids; it still lacks any good descriptions of eucaryotic virus-based vectors. Each unit describing a vector contains structural properties of the vector (similar to the information for nucleic acid structures described above) as well as information relevant to decision-making for doning experiment design.
The latter category includes the minimum and maximum acceptable length of an insert, a list of selectable markers, a list of essential regions of the vector, and information relating to availability, stability, and cost of the vector. Some of the slots of a typical vector unit are shown below: 378  821  30  851  1448  2222  4248  26  686  030  1426  2066  3613  4138  |<AW-R  TET-R>  <0RI>  AMP-R>-<R-R>L>  |  Otttttt  t  tt  t  tt  4762  CLA1 SPH1 WU3  AVA1  PVU2  PST1  PVU1  HINO3 SAL1  BALI  TTH1111  RRU1  BAMH1 HIIF3 Technique Selection Heuristics Two different methods for describing technique selection heuristics are provided in the knowledge base: top-down and bottom-up. Normally, skeletal plan step refinement begins at some point in the hierarchy and moves downward from classes of techniques through more detailed subclasses to finally reach actual instances of techniques. Top-down selection heuristics are stored with a class of techniques, and describe how to choose among the children of that technique. Bottom-up selection heuristics are stored with the children of a class of techniques and describe for what purposes the children are particularly useful. In some sense, top-down heuristics are equivalent to "compiled" knowledge that was originally in a bottom-up form. The choice of which method (or both) to employ is left to the expert biologist and seems to be mostly one of personal preference. It is too early to make any judgment about efficiency or accuracy of the two methods.
The selection heuristics of either form can be described in two languages: the "genetic-English" rules language or Interiisp (or on the DEC 2060 version of the system any available computer language). The rules language provides an easy-to-tearn way of describing simple heuristics like:
IF THE GOAL OF DIGESTION IS SPECIFIC THEN AVOID MECHANICAL METHODS
and seems to suffice for most of the selection heuristics. When the rules for selection get more complicated and algorithmic, the experts have found it useful to learn enough Interiisp to write a formal selection procedure. The best example of this is the vector selection process where the matching of end-types on both the target and the vector along with available restriction endonuclease sites can get complex. We have written an Interiisp function which takes into account insertion size compatibility, selectable markers, and other properties to make an optimal choice. Designing this function involved a substantial research undertaking in itself which will be described in a later report.
Simulation of Structural Modification Operations
Simulating the results of applying laboratory operations involves modifying the slots of the units modeling the ongoing world state of the experiment. In some cases, simulation is straightforward; for example, total digestion with a restriction enzyme can be simulated by breaking double-stranded DNA molecules at the proper cleavage sites. In other cases, simulation can be very complex; for example, determining the percentage of single circular inserts of target into vector involves knowledge about ends, concentrations, type of ligase used, etc. We have previously described [5] how the rules language provides "verbs" which model the results of common actions on nucleic acid sequences and restriction maps. This has been extended to providing procedures for modifying all of the slots of the nucleic acid structure units In order to simulate llgation, circularization, complementation, restriction digestion, reverse-transcription, kinase and phosphatase activity, and the actions of a few specific enzymes, like Bal31. The simulation functions, mostly written in Interiisp, but transparent to biologist users, also check substrate compatibility before acting. The user only need write:
LIGATE FRAGMENT TO VECTOR to apply the simulation procedure "LIGATE."
AN EXAMPLE OF AUTOMATED EXPERIMENT DESIGN
The following annotated example will illustrate the SPEX design system at work on a typical cloning experiment The experiment we have chosen is one where the user wants to generate a library of clones containing fragments which were generated with an XBA1/SAL1 double digest. The average length of the fragments is 10 kb. Currently, for experiment simulation purposes, we only pick a single representative fragment in such a situation. Since the refinement strategy chosen in the example is breadth-first, decision-making tends to be fairly well spread out among the steps in the plan. As was previously discussed, we are now attempting to develop heuristics for optimal stategy selection by analyzing the empirical results of many different computer-produced expenment designs.
Note that the only user interaction in the example is in choosing a strategy, an experiment goal, and a starting DNA fragment. He had previously described the starting DNA fragment, although he could have requested guidance in producing such a description within the Unit System. The user also could have requested much more verbose output describing every operation in the experiment design process. Much of our effort has centered on improving the vector selection process that seems to drive most cloning experiments. We have implemented a comprehensive set of selection heuristics for vectors which take into account experimental goals and the utility of each particular vector. For example, if the goal of an experiment is library construction, one wants to use a vector which is easy to handle in large quantities and easy to screen. We need to extend this comprehensive approach to plan instantiation to those cases where other factors, say the choice of host for expression, drives the experiment design process more than vector selection.
The system suffers from several other limitations. First, it runs best on a machine, the Xerox 1100, which is still limited in availability. This means we have not yet had experience with the experiment design system in a routine cloning laboratory environment. Such experience will undoubtedly lead to many minor changes and probably several major ones, especially in the design system interface to biologist users. This has certainly been true for all previous MOLGEN systems.
Second, the system runs too slowly for routine use; it normally takes close to an hour for SPEX to design an experiment in detail. The growth of the knowledge base exacerbates this problem, but rapid improvements in hardware and software speed should eliminate the speed problem shortly.
Third, the heuristics for compromise selections are very weak. The system allows a single important choice, usually vector selection, to drive other decisions. Often the best total design decision is a compromise; for example, the best vector may require a very expensive or hardto-obtain linker, whereas a slightly inferior vector may be much more flexible on the choice of linkers. The modular strategy space of SPEX allows for experimentation with such compromise strategies, but the research is only beginning.
Finally, the system lacks the second-order or meta heuristics needed to combine methods when a single method fails. For example, the system knows about both sticky-ended and blunt-ended ligation of a target fragment to a vector. It also knows that sticky-ended ligation is generally the preierred method. However, unless a method which specifically provided for sticky-ended ligation on one end and blunt-ended ligation on the other was explicitly part of the knowledge base, the system would currently not find it for a fragment which only had one "good" end. Other work in artificial intelligence has made progress in building systems which "discover" new methods by plausible combination of existing methods (see [9] ), and we hope to extend the experiment design system In that direction.
CONCLUSIONS
The MOLGEN experiment design work has been extremely fruitful in developing general methods for the acquisition, representation, and manipulation of complex, domain-specific knowledge. In addition, a domain-general system for design has been constructed and tested. The practical utility of the system for experiment design in molecular biology is still to be proven. The knowledge base must be made substantially more extensive and complete, and the user interface must be developed to the point where the system is almost entirely self-teaching.
The system has demonstrated potential for several problems related to experiment design. The associated knowledge bases have proven to be useful a3 intelligent encyclopedias, teaching aids, and experiment simulation aids [5] . In addition, the MOLGEN group has recently completed work on a parallel system wtiich aids In the debugging of unsuccessful experiments. This system analyzes experiments in order to determine whether failure was the result of technical errors in implementation (too much salt added to a reaction mix), knowledge base selection errors (the wrong enzyme was chosen for single-strand specific digestion), or overall plan errors (the skeletal plan steps did not fit together as a coherent whole).
